Attitudes to radical gynecological oncology surgery in the elderly: a pilot study.
Does age-related inequality of cancer care reflect patient preference or physician prejudice? We hypothesize no difference between elderly and younger patients' desire for optimal surgery and disease cure, and psychological adaptation to cancer. A newly developed questionnaire to assess attitudes to radical gynecological surgery in the elderly (ARGOSE) and a battery of established instruments were administered to 54 gynecological cancer patients (32 aged 65 + years; and 22 aged < 65 years) by structured interview. Disease diagnosis differed between cohorts (P = 0.007), but treatment modalities were similar (P = 0.46). There was no difference between cohorts in desire for optimal surgery and disease cure. Trends suggest the young consider a patient's age is less important than do the elderly, but the elderly may oppose age-related economic rationing of treatment more than the young. Furthermore, elderly individuals tend to perceive their seniors too elderly for treatment, but not themselves. The elderly believe more strongly that doctors should make management decisions. Perceptions of change in body image after cancer treatment did not differ between cohorts. The influence of age in determining attitudes is complex. A larger study with increased power is indicated to examine trends revealed in this pilot study.